
Brent Crude oil has traded through its highest levels since 2014 this
morning, rallying to circa $88 as worries grow about possible supply
disruptions after Yemen's Houthi group attacked the United Arab
Emirates. Both Brent and WTI Crude oil have rallied by over 12%
since the beginning of 2022, with this latest shift higher in prices
coming as some investors anticipate further hostilities in the general
region to come.
Reportedly, the Muslim Houthi group launched drone and missile
strikes that set off explosions in fuel trucks killing three people, and
warned that it could target more facilities, while the UAE stated it
reserved the right to "respond to these terrorist attacks". Any
escalation in tensions from this point would drive oil prices higher
still, we will be keeping one eye on these developments as the weeks
go on.
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Equities: Stock markets in Europe are down over a percent at the time of writing, after a mixed
session across Asia overnight. We see the potential for equity markets to remain relatively quiet
and volatility remain subdued over the next week as traders await the statement from the Federal
Reserve meeting next Tuesday and Wednesday. The VIX has risen to $21.75 on Tuesday as futures
indicate that the S&P is due to open lower this afternoon, after its closure yesterday. 
Currencies: EUR/USD has edged slightly lower in recent days, as the worlds most traded currency
pair looks to undo some of the gains it made last week, now back below the 1.14 mark. The Dollar
has likely been pulled higher as a result of concerns over US inflation and as Treasury yields rise to
their highest levels in years. The Japanese Yen is broadly unchanged against USD this morning, at
114.60 after the BOJ Governor Kuroda said the bank had not discussed the possibility of raising
rates.
Safe-havens: Bond volatility remains heightened as shorter duration bonds continue to sell off
fairly aggressively. The US 2yr yield has risen above 1.00% for the first time since early 2020. While
yield curves are flattening somewhat, longer dated bonds are also moving lower, 10yr yields in
both Europe and the US are trading through multi-year highs.
Looking ahead: This afternoon will be quiet on the economic data front, we will however see Day
1 of the World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos, Switzerland. Tomorrow morning the UK is set to
report on its December CPI result - expected at 5.2% y/y vs the previous 5.1% reading. Next week
will be much busier, with the release of European and American PMIs, US GDP, US Core PCE
inflation, the Fed meeting, and also the BOC meeting. 
Later today Goldman Sachs and BNY Mellon will report Q4 results, followed on Wednesday by
Bank of America, P&G, ASML, Morgan Stanley, UnitedHealth, State Street, and many smaller
names.
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Stock markets in Japan moved slightly lower in the early hours of this
morning, after the Bank of Japan upgraded its inflation forecasts for
the region, and flagged heightening chances that the recent
commodity-driven price hikes will broaden.
The BOJ opted to leave their main policy rate unchanged at -0.10%
today, as was the consensus expectation, and reiterated a pledge to
bring long-term rates to around 0%. In what was a quarterly update
to its economic projections, the BOJ moved its inflation forecast for
the year beginning in April to 1.1% (from the previous 0.9%), while
also revising higher its inflation estimate for the fiscal year 2023 to
1.1% from 1.0%. While the central bank did cut its growth projection
for the year ending in March (due to Covid restrictions and their
effects), it did revise higher next fiscal year's growth forecast to 3.8%
(from October's 2.9% expectation).

Figures from the Central Statistics Office yesterday indicate that
Ireland's export performance in the quarter just gone was still
robust. Nominal goods exports came in at €44 billion in the three-
month period to November, 8% stronger vs the same period in 2020. 
Looking at trade with Northern Ireland, exports grew by a whopping
48% over the 11 months to the end of November vs the prior year,
coming in at €3.305b. Imports from the North increased by 64% to
€3.77b over the same time.
Exports to Britain were 16% higher in the month of November y/y,
the region now makes up 11% of Ireland's exported goods. One year
into Brexit, we can clearly see that the Republic has opted to import
more form Northern Ireland and less from Great Britain, imports
from GB fell by 21% to €12.5b in the first 11 months of 2021. The
main driver of this trend was the 39% decline in food imports from
the region. This reflects what large British grocers say is the
administrative burden of bringing goods here post-Brexit.


